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Ultracold atoms
Bose-Einstein condensation of bosonic gases

Feshbach resonances, superfluidity, rotating 
condensates, atom chips, spinorial condensates

Polarized (=ideal) Fermi gases at T
F

Optical lattices 

Dipolar gases

Interacting fermions 

Anderson localization

Mott insulators for fermions

Synthetic gauge fields
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Realization by purpose of a model Hamiltonian 
(or an effective model) of interest in an 
experimental setup with highly tunable 
parameters

Quantum Simulations

Need to:
-  compute from the microscopics the parameters of the model
- check how reliable is the “simulation” of the desired 
Hamiltonian (e.g., how the observable quantities match) 
 



Example

Desired Hamiltonian: Hubbard model (i.e., 
interacting particles on a lattice)

H=−t∑
i

b i
+ b i+1+

U
2 ∑

i

ni(ni−1)+V∑
i

nini+1

→ use (suitable) ultracold atoms in a 
(suitable) optical lattice...



Ultracold atoms as 
quantum simulators of:

 Strongly interacting lattice systems (e.g., Fermi 
and/or Bose Hubbard-like models )

 Quantum magnetism

 Dirac and relativistic field theories

 Low-dimensional systems

 Quantum Hall physics

 (BCS) Superconductors with Cooper pairs

 Disordered models

 …

 



Geometries

Magnetic harmonic potential: ( )222222

2

1
),,( zyxmzyxV zyx ωωω ++=
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Main available “ingredients”
 Bosons and/or fermions

 Geometry (1D / 2D) 

 Long-range interactions

 Add disorder

 Simulate a magnetic field through a rotation or with 
optical tools

 Time-dependence (and to a certain extent space-
dependence) of the parameters of the Hamiltonian 

 Explicit tuning of the interactions via Feshbach 
resonances

 Optical lattices (i.e., periodic potentials and minima of 
the potential located on a lattice) 
   ...
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Main available “ingredients”

 Bosons and/or fermions

 Geometry (1D) 

 Long-range interactions

 Add disorder

 Time-dependence (and to a certain extent space-dependence) 
   of the parameters of the Hamiltonian

 Explicit tuning of the interactions via Feshbach resonances

 Simulate a magnetic field through a rotation or 
   with optical tools

 Optical lattices (i.e., periodic potentials having minima located on   
   a lattice) 

 …



Ultracold bosons in an optical 
lattice

a 1D lattice 

It is possible to control:
- barrier height
- interaction term
- the shape of the network
- the dimensionality (1D, 2D, …)
- the tunneling among planes or 
among tubes (in order to have a 
layered structure)
…

V opt ( x)=V 0 sin
2(kx)



Low-energy Hamiltonian for 
ultracold bosons in optical lattices

H=−t∑
i

b i
+ bi+1+

U
2 ∑

i

n i(ni−1)+V∑
i

nini+1

ni≡bi
+ bi NT number of particleson N sites filling f=

NT

N

(Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian)

For U infinite and filling f half-integer only two states are relevant:

∣f−
1
2

〉 , ∣f +
1
2
〉

Putting 

si
z
=ni−f

one gets.. 



… the XXZ Hamiltonian:

H XXZ=−J∑
i

(si
x si+1

x
+si

y si+1
y

−Δ si
z si+ 1

z
)

J=2t ( f +
1
2
) J Δ=V

integrable in 1D 

A lot is known also about correlation functions both in the thermodynamic
limit...

(Luther and Peschel, PRB 1975) 



...and for a finite chain (Hikihara and Furusaki, PRB 1998). Also the correlation 
amplitudes are known (Lukyanov and Zamolodchikov, Nucl. Phys. B 1998, Lukyanov, PRB 1999):

What happens at finite U?
The effective Hamiltonian is not 

an XXZ chain, but...



Finite U effective Hamiltonian:

Similarity RG procedure 
(Glazek and Wilson, PRB 1993)

+ 
Luttinger representation

an effective XXZ Hamiltonian with renormalized 
parameters is found, giving correlation functions 

in excellent agreement with numerical results 
from the Bose-Hubbard model

[D. Giuliano, D. Rossini, P. Sodano, and A. Trombettoni, 
Phys. Rev. B 87, 035014 (2013)]



Step 1: partitioning the Hilbert space in two 
parts: the spin-1/2 and the rest

Step 2: defining a unitary transformation S  
such that it block-diagonalizes the Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian (following Glazek & 
WIlson RG procedure)

Step 3: solving the equation for S 
perturbatively in the hopping t  

Step 4: getting the effective Hamiltonian  

H eff=H XXZ
(0)

+H Diag
(1)

+HOffd
(1)



Step 5: passing to Jordan-Wigner 
fermions and bosonizing via the Luttinger 
representation

One finally gets:  



Final result



Effective anisotropy



Comparison between (XXZ) analytical and 
(Bose-Hubbard) numerical results (I):

Black: numerical Bose-Hubbard results

U=10t
V=0.5t
filling=0.5
N=150 

Red: XXZ numerical results
Green: XXZ analytical results
Blue: infinite U result 

relative error 



Comparison between (XXZ) analytical and 
(Bose-Hubbard) numerical results (II):

Black: numerical Bose-Hubbard results
Red: XXZ numerical results
Green: XXZ analytical results
Blue: infinite U result 
Magenta: XXZ results with non GW rotated operators



Comparison between (XXZ) analytical and 
(Bose-Hubbard) numerical results (III):

Phase transitions expected at ∆
eff

=1 (to an 

antiferromagnetic phase) and to ∆
eff

=-1 (to a domain 

ferromagnetic phase): e.g., in the latter case

average of |<n
i
-f>|

U=10t, filling=0.5, N=150 

Critical estimated value form numerical Bose-
Hubbard data: ∆

eff
critical=-1.03



Conclusions & Perspectives 
 from one side, correlation functions of the (non-

integrable) Bose-Hubbard model at half-filling very well 
captured by analytical formulas from an effective 
(integrable) XXZ model

 from the other side, bosonic lattices can be used to 
perform a quantum simulation of the XXZ chain

 results numerically stable up to L as small as 30, and 
J/U as high as 0.7 

actual/future work:
 deviations from half-filling (→ magnetic field) 
 Integer filling (→ spin-1 models)   
 study of impurities
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Ultracold atoms as quantum 
simulators of:

 Strongly interacting lattice systems (e.g., 
Fermi and/or Bose Hubbard-like models )

 Quantum magnetism

 Dirac and relativistic field theories

 Low-dimensional systems

 Quantum Hall physics

 (BCS) Superconductors with Cooper pairs

 Josephson junctions

 …
 



Main available “ingredients”
 Bosons and/or fermions

 Geometry (1D / 2D) 

 Long-range interactions

 Add disorder

 Simulate a magnetic field through a rotation or with 
optical tools

 Time-dependence (and to a certain extent space-
dependence) of the parameters of the Hamiltonian 

 Explicit tuning of the interactions via Feshbach 
resonances

 Optical lattices



Josephson coupling of
ultracold Fermi gases 

Using optical lattices one 
can couple Fermi systems



Quantum simulation of 
layered superconductors

What is needed: 
- interacting fermions
- a main optical lattice (say in the z direction)
- eventually two other lattices (in the x and y 
directions)

0=⊥t ||tt =⊥



Motivations
 Several superconducting systems have a layered 
structure:

 transition-metal dichalocgenides (TaS2) intercalated with organic 
molecules [F.R. Gamble et al., Science (1970)]
 artificial layers of different metals [S.T. Ruggiero et al., PRL (1980)]
 cuprates [J.G. Bednorz and K.A. Muller, Z. Phys. B (1986)]

 We therefore would like to have a system having 
tunable parameters and displaying the same 
phenomenology

 Ideal to study the crossover 2D/3D

 Realize Josephson physics (and Josephson 
arrays) with ultracold fermions [for ultracold bosons: F.S. 
Cataliotti et al., Science (2001)]



What is “reasonably” known on cuprate
superconductivity*

1. Superconductivity is due to the formation of Cooper pairs 

2. Anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau well describes the electrodynamical 
properties

3. The locus of the superconductivity is the copper oxide planes

4. The order parameter is a spin singlet

5. The orbital symmetry of the order parameter is

6. Formation of the Cooper pairs takes places indipendently within different
 multilayers 

7.    The electron-phonon interaction is not the principal mechanism of the 
formation of Coopr pairs 

8.   The size of the Cooper pairs is 10-30 Angstroms

* see Nature Physics, vol. 2, March 2006 – also A.J. Leggett, Quantum Liquids, Chap. 7  

22 yx
d

−



Phenomenological description of 
layered superconductors/superfluids

Anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau:

δF [Ψ ] =∫ d3r { ℏ2

2m∣∣
( ∣∂xΨ∣2+∣∂ yΨ∣2 ) + ℏ2

2m z

∣∂ zΨ∣2 +α (T ) ∣Ψ∣2 + β ∣Ψ∣4 }
anisotropy parameter:            

Lawrence-Doniach model:

Both very successful for layered superconductors 
in magnetic fields!

γ = √ m z

m∣∣

BSCCOforandYBCOfor 1507 ≈≈ γγ

kinetic term=∑
n
∫d2 r { ℏ2

2m∣∣
( ∣∂ xΨ n∣

2+∣∂ yΨ n∣
2 ) + J 1 ∣Ψ n−Ψ n+1∣

2 }
In the following we are going to obtain from 
the microscopics the (parameters of the) two 
effective models [M. Iazzi, S. Fantoni, and A. Trombettoni, EPL 100, 36007 (2012)]



Hubbard model for layered fermions
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Saddle point + gaussian fluctuations: 
results (I)

1
U

= ∑
k⃗∈BZ

tanh (βE k⃗
/2)

2 E
k⃗

n=
−∂ F
∂ μ

Two equations for the critical 
temperature and the chemical potential

E k⃗ = √ε k⃗
2 + Δ2

ε k⃗ = ε k⃗

( 0)
− μ

ε k⃗

( 0) =−2t∣ ∣ (cos kx + cos k y ) −2t¿ cos kz

F =−
1
β c

∑
k⃗∈BZ

ln (1+e
−βc ε k⃗ ) + 1

βc
∑
k
ln {1U + χ (k )}

χ ( k )=
1
βc

∑
k

G k
+ Gk +q

−

Gk
± =

iω±ε
k⃗

ω2+ε
k⃗
2



Saddle point + gaussian fluctuations: 
results (II)

α =
1
U

−∑
k⃗

X
2ε

k⃗

β =∑
k⃗ {X4ε

k⃗
3

−
Y /k BT C

8ε
k⃗
2 }

X=tanh (ε k⃗ /2kBTC ) ; Y=
1

cosh2
(ε k⃗ /2k BTC )

; M a = ma U
2

(a=x , y , z )

ℏ2

2Ma

= [∑k⃗ { XY
kBT C

+
Y

kBTC ε k⃗
−
2X
ε
k⃗
2 }

(∂qa
ε
k⃗ +q⃗ )

2

8εk⃗
+∑⃗

k { X
4ε k⃗

2 −
Y

8kBTC ε k⃗ }∂qa

2 ε k⃗ +q⃗]q⃗=0

Once the critical temperature and the chemical potential have 
been determined we can compute the coefficients of the 
anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau:



Critical temperature

bandwidthtotalttD ⊥+= 48 ||



Anisotropy parameter

reduced at the unitary limit

(n=0.5)



Josephson couplings in the 
Lawrence-Doniach model (I)

kinetic term along z= ∑
p
∫d 2r J p ∣Ψ n−Ψ n+ p∣

2

ℏ
2

2mz d
2
= ∑

p=1

∞

p2 J p

(n=0.5)

( )∫ =−= −
z

dipq
zp qiedq

dU
J z ,0,0;0

2

2

ωχ
π

[M. Iazzi, S. Fantoni, and A. Trombettoni, Europhys. Lett. 100, 36007 (2012)]



Josephson couplings in the
Lawrence-Doniach model (II)

At the unitary limit, J1 and J2 are enough: e.g.

6.0/;5.0 || == ⊥ ttn



Crossover 3D/2D (I)

At some temperature T*<Tc the vortex cores are the 
same size of the lattice spacing and the magnetic 
response is 2D:

In cuprates T* is very near Tc   

The resistive transition is due to 
vortex lattice melting.   

( )

( )BSCCO
T

T

YBCO
T

T

c

c

99.0

84.0

*

*

=

=

Top: exp. data for YBCO [Y. Iye et 
al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. (1988)]
Bottom: phenomenological model 
[M. Tinkham, PRL (1988)]  



Crossover 3D/2D (II)

Red: Critical temperature Tc

Green (upper border of the yellow region): Temperature T* at which coherence length 
becomes smaller than lattice spacing d in the z direction
Blue (lower border of the yellow region): Temperature at which coherence length becomes 
smaller than lattice spacing also in the x,y directions

increasing the layering/decreasing the Josephson coupling



Experimental estimates

Li atoms with |a|=300a
0
 and V

||
=9 E

R



Part II: Conclusions & 
Perspectives

 Anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau and Lawrence-Doniach 
models for layered ultracold fermions: parameters found 
from the microscopic Hamiltonian

  Response to synthetic magnetic field can be then studied as 
the electrodynamics of layered superconductors

 actual/future work:
 study the crossover 2D/3D
 time-dependent Lawrence-Doniach (with next-nearest 

neighbour for the dynamics at the unitary limit)
 study how the critical temperature changes due to disorder 

in the layered case
 study the Josephson couplings at the unitary limit
 extend the description at lower temperature (challenging) 



Thank you!



XXZ finite chain 
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